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Celebrate Sunflowers Triple Time 

                 
Stamps: Celebrate Sunflowers Ink: Early Espresso, Bumblebee, Stampin’ Blends Alcohol Markers: 
Daffodil Delight Combo Pack, Cinnamon Cider Combo Pack, Versamark  Cardstock: Early 
Espresso, Very Vanilla Accessories:  Stampin’ Seal,  Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals, Glue Dots, 
Medium Very Vanilla Envelopes, Clear Wink of Stella, 2020-2022 In Color Enamel Dots, White 
Stampin’ Emboss Powder, Heat Tool, Paper Snips 
Measurements:   
Early Espresso card base: 5 ½” x 8 /12”, scored and folded at 4 ¼” 
Early Espresso Triple Time mat layers: 2 ¼” x 3 ½”, 3 ¼” x 4 ½” for greeting: ¾” x 3 ¾” 
Very Vanilla Triple Time layers: 2” x 3 ¼”, 3” x 4 ¼”, 4” x 5 ¼” 
Very Vanilla inside layer:  4” x 5 ¼” 
Directions: Adhere all three Very Vanilla triple time layers together evenly with just a bit of adhesive 
between them to hold in place while stamping. Stamp sunflowers with Bumblebee ink, pressing the 
stamp firmly over the edges of the layers. Color the center sunflower with Daffodil Delight Stampin’ 
Blends. I colored the whole sunflower with the Light Daffodil Delight, then added Dark Daffodil Delight 
where the accent lines are in the stamped image. Color sunflower seeds with Cinnamon Cider 
Stampin’ Blends. 
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 Take the layers apart after you are done coloring the center sunflower. Adhere to the corresponding 
Early Espresso mat layers, matching up the lines of the image. Adhere to card front. Adhere the 
center layers of the sunflower to the center of the card front with dimensionals in each corner. Add 
Clear Wink of Stella to the sunflower center. Stamp greeting on Early Espresso greeting strip with 
Versamark. Sprinkle with White Stampin’ Emboss Powder. Heat with Heat Tool. Snip the ends of the 
strip into banner points. Adhere across bottom of the sunflower with dimensionals. 

  
Add a Bumblebee or Cinnamon Cider In Color Enamel Dot to one of the lower corners of the card 
front using a Take Your Pick tool. 

    
Stamp inside sentiment with Early Espresso ink. Stamp sunflowers with Bumblebee ink. 

 



 

 

Fussy-Cut version: 
For this card stamp and assemble everything the same with the exception of the front greeting. Use 
paper snips to “fussy-cut” the greeting. To get a smooth look around the greeting, leave a narrow bit 
of Early Espresso around the words and move the paper more than the scissors as you cut, 
especially on the curves. Adhere to card front with snippets of Stampin’ Dimensionals. 

 
 
Stamp front and flap of envelope to match card.  
 


